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‘Limning ... a kind of gentle painting’,¹ is a quotation from Nicholas Hilliard’s unpublished treatise of about 1600 concerning the art of limning, in which he excelled and of which his self-portrait of 1576 is a notable example (Fig. 1). Hilliard’s comment is not one readily understandable to modern readers. Firstly there is the term ‘limning’, which for Hilliard described a water-based art, different from and contrasted to oil painting. Secondly there is Hilliard’s assertion that limning was a ‘gentle’ art, which is to say gentlemanly. It is a comment from a time when to define oneself as possessing qualities appropriate to a gentleman was to align oneself with a particular status and rank in society. On closer examination, what defined a gentleman was a profoundly vexed question, as is a definition of limning.

This paper attempts to tease out what limning was, how and why it was argued for as a ‘kind of gentle painting’ and how we can situate John White’s images of the New World in relation to limning in late 16th-century England. Although we know that John White was of gentle birth, we have no facts about his education or more specifically about how he learned the arts of drawing and painting in watercolour.² A critical examination of the arguments for limning as a ‘kind of gentle painting’ may illuminate the place of these skills in White’s wider career.

White’s images are painted using pigments bound with a binder, probably gum arabic, and applied to the painting support using water – what today would unproblematically be called ‘watercolour’. This could equally describe the medium used by Hilliard. But on comparing a Hilliard portrait with one of White’s images we note immediately the differences between the two artists in their use of this water-based medium (Fig. 2). Hilliard’s painting support was fine animal skin, called vellum. He laid what was called a ‘carnation’ – an opaque flesh-coloured ground – in the area of the face, and sketched in the main features of the face and body using a fine brush and brown watercolour. White’s painting support was paper. He would make a light sketch of his subject using graphite (then called black lead), and laid no ground, working straight onto the paper. Hilliard used small hatches in the main features of his work, such as the face, and painted dense areas of pigment in, for example, the drapery. White worked both more broadly in flesh areas, and generally less densely in drapery. Both Hilliard and White did, however, use paint made from real gold, rather than imitating gold with yellow pigment, and both used gold and silver decoratively when the original object was not metallic; a notable example being flames painted using gold (Fig. 3).³

Today Hilliard’s portraits are called ‘miniatures’. In contrast, it has been customary to describe John White’s works as ‘watercolours’. This has effectively situated him as a pioneer of the watercolour medium that came to fruition in England in the 18th century as a predominantly landscape art, with such pre-eminent practitioners as J.M.W. Turner. Writers with a wider European perspective of the use of watercolour have also included White in surveys that encompass such notable artists as Durer, van Dyck and Rubens.⁴ But neither approach helps us to understand White, the 16th-century English artist. The first sets up a link between White’s works on paper in the late 16th century and other works on paper from the early 19th century; a professionalized use of watercolour, catering to a growing public taste for this ‘new’ art. The second sets up a link between an unrelated group of artists working over a broad 200-year
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1. This is a quotation from Nicholas Hilliard’s unpublished treatise of about 1600.
2. The text mentions John White’s education and his learning of the arts of drawing and painting in watercolour.
3. White’s use of gold in his images.
4. Writers with a wider European perspective including Durer, van Dyck and Rubens.
period, with a particular focus on a small group of notable Continental oil painters who used watercolour for essentially private purposes. It is more appropriate to consider White’s work with regard to limning, that ‘kind of gentle painting’, and to do this one must dispense with a further misleading concept, the ‘miniature’.

Only one or two uses of the word ’miniature’ can be found in the English language in the late 16th century, and these reflect knowledge on the part of the writers of the Italian origin of the word ‘miniatura’, Italian for the art of decorating handwritten books. The root of this word is the Latin verb ‘miniare’, to decorate with red lead. In medieval England, however, the word for this art was ‘limning’, and in France, ‘enlumineur’ – both words coming from the Latin ‘luminare’, to give light. This is the same origin as the word ‘illumination’, still used today for manuscript decoration, encompassing both the idea of illuminating meaning through the use of images and the effect of the bright colours and silver and gold used in this art. Thus in his treatise Hilliard referred to ‘limning’ not ‘miniature’.

It was not until a treatise by Edward Norgate, written around 1627, that the Italian word ‘miniatura’ was used as an unequivocal equivalent to ‘limning’. Norgate referred often to Italian art and terminology, and it is unsurprising that his title was *Miniatura or the art of limning*. It was an etymological confusion that led to the anglicized word ‘miniature’ becoming a word describing a small version of something. Until the late 1590s, the word ‘miniature’ was completely unknown; a state document for example, referred to Hilliard’s portraits of the Queen as, ‘...[of] our body and person in small compass in limning’. Richard Haydocke noted in 1598, writing in praise of Hilliard’s art, ‘limning ... the perfection of painting...’. This was much used in former times in churchbooks (as is well known). But in what way was Hilliard’s art related to that used in ‘churchbooks’? How might White’s work also be related to this medieval art? And what ideas current around 1600 encouraged Hilliard to write that, ‘none should meddle with this medieval art? And what ideas current around 1600 in ’churchbookes’? How might White’s work also be related to it’;

leave when he will, his colours nor his work taketh any harm by less subjection than any other [kind of painting]; for one may much used in former times in churchbookes (as is well known). Hilliard’s art, ‘limning ... the perfection of painting... . This was only available in English, however, the word for this art was ‘limning’, and in France, ‘enlumineur’ – both words coming from the Latin ‘luminare’, to give light. This is the same origin as the word ‘illumination’, still used today for manuscript decoration, encompassing both the idea of illuminating meaning through the use of images and the effect of the bright colours and silver and gold used in this art. Thus in his treatise Hilliard referred to ‘limning’ not ‘miniature’.

It was not until a treatise by Edward Norgate, written around 1627, that the Italian word ‘miniatura’ was used as an unequivocal equivalent to ‘limning’. Norgate referred often to Italian art and terminology, and it is unsurprising that his title was *Miniatura or the art of limning*.

Elyot’s ‘Governor’ was a more sober gentleman than Castiglione’s glitteringly accomplished ‘Courtier’. Writing for the court of Henry VIII, Elyot was predominantly concerned with the education and role of the gentleman as a member of the governing class, and he privileged practical studies. Thus while he mentioned the pleasure of drawing, painting and geometry, he insisted on their practical values for husbandry and for war. Elyot also warned gentlemen to exercise arts such as painting only as a ‘secret pastime, or recreation of the wittes late occupied with serious studies’, and only in a boy’s youth, to be abandoned when the time came to turn to ‘businesse of greater importance’. These ideas found an echo in Hilliard’s treatise, specifically in his arguments for the appropriately gentlemanly art of limning, the cleanly, discreet art of watercolour.

These debates were not the province of mere rhetoric, but were keenly felt in Elizabethan society, as seen in George Gower’s self-portrait in oil, 1579 (Fig. 4). Gower was the grandson of Sir John Gower of Stettenham in Yorkshire. He showed himself holding his palette, with an allegorical device of a metal balance, with a pair of dividers (used to establish proportions) outweighing his coat of arms. A verse paid homage to the ‘virtue, fame and acts’ that first won these family arms, but claimed that his skill as a painter maintained the reputation of his family. As Karen Hearn has commented, it is ‘a startling claim in England where a painter was still viewed as little more than an artisan’. Hilliard, without the advantage of gentle birth, had to adopt a different form of special pleading.

Hilliard was the son of a notable Exeter goldsmith, Richard Hilliard. At the age of 14 he was apprenticed as a goldsmith; when he was 21 years old he became free of the Goldsmith’s Company. But Hilliard’s boyhood experience perhaps encouraged him to aspire beyond the confines of his given
trade. At the age of 10 he was placed in the household of John Bodley, a radical Protestant and publisher, and during the reign of the Catholic Mary Tudor went into exile in Geneva with the Bodley family (this is probably when Hilliard learned French). Bodley’s eldest son Thomas was only two years Hilliard’s senior, but in contrast to Hilliard he entered Oxford University as a ‘commoner’, meaning that his father paid his tuition, and with the backing of this education and contacts formed in the influential arena of the University, he entered Elizabeth’s service as Gentleman Usher. He was soon entrusted with key diplomatic missions and in 1604 was knighted by Elizabeth’s successor, James I. Bodley’s career demonstrates the opportunities for progression within Tudor society outlined by Elyot in his Boke Named The Governour: Elyot argued that while the ‘publick weale’ was made up of a hierarchic order of degrees of men, education could elevate a man to the governing class; ‘excellent virtue and learning do enable a man of the base estate of the commonality to be thought of all men worthy to be so much advanced’.

The example of his childhood companion was literally before Hilliard in 1598 when he embarked on writing his treatise, because in that year Bodley sat to Hilliard, and one can imagine this encounter spurring Hilliard to reassess his own career. It is not known how Hilliard learned the art of limning, but as an apprentice to the Queen’s goldsmith, Robert Brandon, he had contact with the court, and in 1572, three years after completing his apprenticeship as a goldsmith, he had his first sitting with the Queen. In 1576 he travelled to France in the train of Elizabeth’s ambassador, Sir Amyas Paulet, staying for three years. This is where he painted his magnificent self-portrait (Fig. 1), no different in appearance from his courtly sitters, the image of the Renaissance artist. In England, however, the status of painters was socially problematic. The Painter-Stainers Company, established in 1502 to represent the interests of English painters and stainers, was formed of people who mostly are thought of now as decorative painters; they painted barges, furniture and backdrops or architectural settings for grand but ephemeral court events. In his treatise Hilliard pointedly claimed that limning was a ‘thing apart from other painting’, going on to say that, ‘it tendeth not to common men’s use, either for furnishing of houses, or any patterns for tapestries, or building, or any other work whatsoever’.

While in France, Hilliard held the position of ‘Valet de Chambre’ to the Duke of Anjou, son of the French King, and suitor to Elizabeth I. Judging by his self-portrait and his treatise, this experience instilled in him a more Renaissance concept of the artist, one fit to be in company with princes, knights and scholars. In his treatise Hilliard proudly recalled conversations with the Queen and with Sir Philip Sidney, ‘that noble and most valiant knight, that great scholar and excellent poet’. Hilliard also wrote that as portraiture required sitter and painter to be in company together, it was important that the portraitist be able ‘to carry themselves as to give such seemly attendance on princes as shall not offend their royal presence’. But as noted, Hilliard wrote his treatise towards the end of a career that clearly had not met his expectations. He had returned from France around 1578, but the parsimonious and shrewd Queen did not offer him a prestigious and salaried position at court. Instead of becoming one of the Queen’s household, he set up shop in Gutter Lane in London, painting the Queen only when she required his services, and any sitter who could afford to pay.

Figure 4 Self-portrait, George Gower, engraving by James Basire after original oil self-portrait of 1579 (BM P&D 1865, 0114.355)

Figure 5 Thomas Bodley, Nicholas Hilliard, watercolour on vellum, dated 1598 (The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford)
at court rather than for government service, but as with Elyot, noble birth was not a prerequisite. Hilliard had not had the university education of his childhood companion Thomas Bodley, but following Hoby he argued that painting portraits of princes and nobles, ‘of necessity requireth the party’s own presences ... and so it is convenient that they be gentlemen of good parts ... though they be born but common people’. He went on to appeal to God and specifically to the genteele art of limning, in which God had granted him skill, for his own claim to gentility: ‘God ... giveth gentility to divers persons, and riseth man to reputation by divers means’, and while, gentlemen be the meetest for this gentle calling or practice [i.e., limning], ... not every gentleman is so gentle spirited as some others are. Let us therefore honour and prefer the election of God in all vocations and degrees.

Hilliard, in his own words ‘born but common people’, argued that limning was ‘not for common man’s use’, was ‘a Gentle calling’ and that God had raised him to this ‘kind of gentle painting’, thus conferring qualities and virtues that fitted him to be in company with princes and nobles.

Hilliard’s treatise dealt predominantly with the practicalities of limning, the preparation of pigments for example. But it opened with this uncompromising argument for his gentility and the gentility of limning, made up of a concoction of ideas borrowed from Castiglione via Hoby and Elyot. It is a heartfelt manifesto for his right to the status that he felt had never been his. Were this an isolated exercise in rhetoric, we might justly ignore it as the convoluted self-justification of an embittered man, and not give credit to his claims for limning. But two publications suggest that Hilliard’s ideas had some existing currency. The first was an anonymous publication of 1573, now called simply Limming [sic], published only a year after Hilliard’s first sitting with the Queen. The title page opened, ‘A very proper treatise, wherein is briefly sett forthe the art of Limming’, and offered the work to ‘Gentlemen, and to all such other persons as doe delite in liming...’. This publication went through a surprising six editions between 1573 and 1605, including three in the 1580s. It is notable that the 1573 treatise on limning did not concern portraiture specifically, but as the title page noted, was for ‘the drawing ... of letters, vinets, flowers, armes [i.e., coats of arms] and imagery’ and included the way to ‘temper gold & silver ... and diverse kyndes of colours to write or limme withall upon velym, parchement or paper’. It should be noted that John White had worked on paper, not on the vellum used by Hilliard.

The second publication dated from 1606, the year after the last edition of the anonymous Limming, and only six years after Hilliard wrote his unpublished treatise. It was called The art of drawing with the pen and limming [sic] in watercolours ... For the behoofe of all young Gentlemen ... By H. Pecham [sic], Gent. (A later edition was called more simply Graphice.) This publication, along with the continuing currency and long-term success of the anonymous Limming between 1573 and 1605, and the manner in which Hilliard traced his arguments for the gentlemanly qualities of limning, point to a discourse of limning as a gentleman’s art as existing beyond Hilliard’s imagination.

Henry Peacham, ‘Gent’, was the son of a clergyman, and like Thomas Bodley, was university educated (Cambridge, rather than Oxford), benefiting from the same social opportunities accruing to such an education. Graphice was probably intended to recommend him either at court or within influential aristocratic circles and Peacham was eventually to secure the patronage of one the foremost nobles in the land, the Earl of Arundel, as tutor to his sons. Peacham’s publications date from the reign of James I, the first written 20 years after John White’s voyages to the New World. Nonetheless his publications can offer an insight into White socially and professionally, because by birth and education Peacham, born in 1578, was an Elizabethan gentleman. For example, as a ‘Gent.’, Peacham rehearsed the now commonplace idea that he practiced the arts of drawing and limning only as accomplishments: ‘I have (it is true) bestowed many idle hours in it ... yet in my judgement I was never so wedded unto it, as to hold it any part of my profession, but rather allotted it the place ... of an accomplement required in a Scholar or Gentleman.

Peacham’s education was more comparable to that of Thomas Bodley, rather than that of Hilliard, and he sought accordingly to situate drawing and limning as merely additional and useful skills, not his whole practice and living. In the manner of Castiglione he offered a discussion of ‘The excellency of painting’ in general, but his treatise concerned the practicalities of learning the useful art of drawing and the gentlemanly art of limning. Chapter 1 of Graphice dealt with drawing; subjects included ‘Man’, ‘Drapery’ and ‘Beasts, birds, flowers’. Interestingly Peacham noted the difficulty of drawing some animals because of their nimbleness, which implies a level of natural observation was expected. Chapter 2 dealt with ‘The true ordering of all manner of water colours’, so that the reader could, ‘with more delighte apparrell your work with ... lively and naturall beauty’. He also included information on the use of gold and silver in limning.

Peacham concluded by noting that, ‘I had purposed to have annexed hereunto a discours of Armory ... not altogether impertinent to our purpose;’ but that he had put it off until another time, ‘being a while employed in some important business’, echoing Elyot’s idea that such activities should not distract from more worthy business. In this way he also significantly introduced the subject of ‘armory’ into his mix of drawing and limning – a subject that seems to have played a subtle part in setting up the gentlemanly associations of limning in the late 16th century.

‘Armory’ is the art and science of blazoning arms, which is to say the practice of researching, designing and painting heraldic devices. This is often mistakenly called ‘heraldry’, a term that more correctly describes all that concerns the office of herald. The office of herald was prestigious – senior heralds for example played an important role in court events – and by the 16th century all heralds were royal appointments working from the College of Arms, founded by royal charter in 1484. The College was responsible to the Crown for maintaining the system of the grant of arms, which was effectively the bedrock of the hierarchical social system, and during Elizabeth’s reign, there was an increased emphasis on genealogy in the College’s work as wealthy ‘new men’ sought to prove their gentility and be granted arms. As any person bearing arms was by definition ‘gentle’, the heralds were effectively ‘the gatekeepers to the gentry class’.

Armoury has its own language; the reference books in which arms were recorded are called ‘armorials’, the art of
painting arms is called 'blazoning' and colours are also described with words peculiar to armoury. Nonetheless, the blazoning of arms in armorials, on parchment or paper, was done using water-based pigments, as well as gold and silver. It should be remembered that the 1573 treatise Limning, which the anonymous writer believed to be of interest to gentlemen, included the limning of coats of arms, and specifically referred to the use of gold and silver. Hence also Peacham's comment that it was 'not impertinent' to the arts of drawing and limning to introduce the subject of the blazon of arms for his gentlemen readers. Even though in 1606 Peacham did not include a section on armoury, a woodcut included for the reader to copy showed a heraldic lion rampant.

In 1612 Peacham republished Graphice as The Gentleman's Exercise, this time including a section on the blazoning of arms. His 1622 publication The Compleat Gentleman, although a more ambitious work with chapters on a host of accomplishments for gentlemen, still included a chapter on 'Drawing, Limning and Painting', and one on 'Armoury'. This publication was notably different from the previous two. By this date Peacham had travelled on the Continent and was aware that oil painting was different from the previous two. By this date Peacham had first allowed for the idea that drawing had a useful purpose for gentlemen in the service of the King, for example in delineating fortifications. Nonetheless, the low social purpose for gentlemen in the service of the King, for example had first allowed for the idea that drawing had a useful purpose for gentlemen in the service of the King, for example in delineating fortifications. Nonetheless, the low social standing of professional painters in 16th-century England has in the past made it seem unlikely that John White, described as a 'painter' could be John White, Governor of the new City of Raleigh (Fig. 6). But as has been discussed, in the reign of Elizabeth, ideas began to develop as to the gentlemanly qualities of limning – the use of watercolour. John White's images can be seen as an example of the further development of Elyot's arguments for drawing; they too are useful in the service of royal patrons, recording fully in colour worlds encountered on voyages of exploration that they had personally sponsored.

In Peacham's 1622 publication, he added a new section on the 'manifold uses of limning' to his limning chapter. His list of subject matter probably reflects his knowledge of Theodor de Bry's engravings after White's images from the 1590s, but also indicates that Peacham, author of the 1606 treatise on drawing and limning, saw White's images as falling within the bounds of the gentlemanly practice of limning:

It bringeth home with us from the farthest part of the world in our bosoms, whatever is rare and worthy the observance, as the general Map of the country ... the forms and colours of all fruits, [the] several beauties of their flowers of medicinal simples never before seen or heard of: the ... colours, and lively pictures of the Birds, the shape of their beasts, fishes, worms, flies etc. It presents our eyes with their Complexion, Manner, and their Attyre. It shews us the Rites of their Religion, their houses, their weapons, and manner of War ... Beside, it preserveth the memory of a dearest friend, or fairest mistress. 41

Peacham's concluding subject, however, takes the art of limning back to portraiture; for example, Peter Oliver's portraits of the famous beauty Venetia Stanley, mistress and later wife of Peacham's contemporary, Sir Kenelm Digby (Fig. 7). Comparing Oliver's portrait with an example of White's imagery, the 'manifold' differences between works that could seemingly both be described as limnings are clearly apparent. It seems understandable, therefore, that the terms 'watercolour' and 'miniature' have been used to describe these different works, while 'limning' has generally been reserved for the illustrations found 'in former times in churchbooks', to use Richard Haydock's phrase. But as has been demonstrated, there was a late 16th- and early 17th-century discourse that defined 'limning' as a watercolour art, as different from oil, as

Figure 6 The grant of arms to the Cittie of Raleigh, 1587, John Vincent, (The Provost, Fellows and Scholars of The Queen's College, Oxford, MS 137, no. 120, p. 1)
an adjunct to drawing, as appropriate and useful to gentlemen, for use for portraiture and for ‘imagery’. John White’s place in Raleigh’s expedition, his role as Governor for the newly founded colony, his grant of arms, all suggest a man expected to have a range of skills beyond those of a specialist painter, and of a social standing beyond that of a professional painter. A discourse of limning as a gentlemanly watercolour art accommodates both White’s undoubted skill in the arts of drawing and limning, but also his probable standing as a gentleman. It remains necessary, however, to account for the distinct differences between White’s works and those of such portrait limners as Hilliard and Peacham’s contemporary, Peter Oliver.

A further written account of limning from the 1620s, contemporary with Peacham’s Compleat Gentleman, offers a possible explanation of this difference. Edward Norgate wrote his treatise Miniatura or the art of limning around 1627. Like Hilliard’s treatise it was unpublished, but in the same way it was much copied in manuscript form and circulated among an elite of interested gentlemen and artists (Norgate clearly knew Hilliard’s treatise). Norgate uncompromisingly asserted a quite different idea of limning to that found in Peacham’s Compleat Gentleman. His treatise was for a gentlemanly audience, but did not situate limning within a wider range of gentlemanly activities. His concerns were less social than Peacham’s; he was unconcerned with function, the ‘manifold uses of limning’ cited by Peacham, such as recording ‘whatever is rare and unconcerned with function, the manifold uses of limning’ activities. His concerns were less social than Peacham’s; he was unconcerned with function, the ‘manifold uses of limning’ cited by Peacham, such as recording ‘whatever is rare and worthy of observance’. For Norgate the rarity of limning was in the technique, not in what was represented, and the equation he drew between limning and gentlemanly qualities was in the fineness and expense of the materials and tools, the cleanly, neat nature of watercolour, the mystery of the technique, the exquisiteness of the finished ‘curious’ pieces, worthy of inclusion in the cabinets of princes.

Norgate echoed his predecessors in the basic information he gave for the preparation of watercolour pigments. But his interest was only in portraiture and the exquisite copies of oils performed in limning by Peter Oliver (Fig. 8). He also emphasised the use of vellum, and of hatching and stippling, close-worked to build up the image: ‘limning when finished is of all kinds of painting the most close, smooth and even’. He further commented that if ‘your work appears not altogether so closed up as it should be, you must to bring it to perfection, spend some time in filling up the void and empty places’. This is quite different from the looser, more open brushwork used by John White in his works on paper.

Recently, accounts of limning have been guided almost exclusively by Hilliard’s and Norgate’s unpublished but influential treatises, with their focus on portrait limning. Writers interested primarily in the development of what are popularly called portrait ‘miniatures’, have compounded this by effectively tracing one line of descent from the medieval art of limning found in ‘churchbookes’ to portrait limners such as Nicholas Hilliard and Peter Oliver. But this ignores another noteworthy line of descent from medieval limning, one that adapted to different needs and concerns and that may have contributed to the wider gentlemanly associations of working in watercolour. This could allow us to accommodate both the Hilliard/Norgate conception of limning and that of Peacham under a more elastic understanding of limning.

Traditional accounts of the genealogy of limning in England trace a line of descent from illuminated manuscripts, which initially was the art of the monastery. In the 13th century, however, secular workshops developed, allied to the book trade, which employed scriveners to write the text and limners to paint the images and decorate the letters. Then, towards the end of the 15th century there was a challenge to hand-worked book production from the invention of printing. In England limners also lost ground to the great Flemish workshops that specialized in luxury books and led the way in diversifying in the face of the encroachment by printing, painting images as separate works of art. In the 1520s members of one of the leading Flemish families of limners, Gerard, Susannah and Lucas Horenbout, came to the court of Henry VIII, possibly as religious exiles, and it is Lucas who is credited with painting the first separate limned portraits. A portrait of Henry VIII is the earliest known example in England of what is now called a portrait miniature, designed not to illustrate a book, but to be set as a jewel or in a small box to be held in the hand. Horenbout is believed to have taught the art to the German oil portraitist, Hans Holbein, and the two painters both worked for Henry until their deaths in 1543 and 1544, respectively.

Horenbout and Holbein were succeeded in this line of descent by Levina Teerling, the daughter of the great Flemish illuminator, Simon Bening. Bening never came to England, but Levina was employed by Henry VIII as ‘paintrix’, and although her place at the courts of Edward VI, Mary I and Elizabeth I is
recorded in accounts as ‘Gentlewoman’, it is known that she made New Year gifts of limnings to Elizabeth I, and a small group of portrait limnings have been tentatively attributed to her. This line of descent usually situates Teerlinc as the link between the Flemish limning tradition of Bening and the Horenbouts, and Nicholas Hilliard.

It has never been established how Hilliard learned limning, but it is assumed that as apprentice to the Queen’s goldsmith he could well have seen unmounted limnings, for which Robert Brandon’s workshop was employed to make gold and jewelled settings. Hilliard himself contributed to the idea of a great line of descent by paying homage in his treatise to the iconic limnings by Holbein and claiming that he had ever followed his example, adding that ‘most of all the liberal sciences, came first unto us from the strangers [foreigners]’.

But an account of limning in the 16th century that focuses solely on the development of portrait limning is too partial. Medieval English limning did not die out in the face of competition from ‘strangers’. Instead English limners continued to ‘decorate manuscripts in genres less prestigious than the devotional book; grants of arms, charters, heraldic and genealogical manuscripts and secular texts’. The English limner found a role particularly in the service of government; for example in the production of documents such as Plea Rolls. This tradition was discussed in Erna Auerbach’s groundbreaking 1961 publication Tudor Artists, which traced this other dimension of what today might be termed ‘visual culture’. The Plea Rolls of the King’s, later Queen’s, Court, particularly interested Auerbach, who traced the development of the portrait of the monarch in the opening letter ‘P’ of each Roll. This line of descent opens up to view a level of activity quite different to that of the small group of portrait limners.

Inevitably, however, attribution of particular documents to named limners is almost impossible, and even discovering the names of practicing limners is difficult. Auerbach did, however, find evidence of one such limner in a draft grant of monopoly to a William Walding, in 1574, a year after the 1573 treatise Limning was published. The draft grant stated that Walding had spent his time ‘in our court of Chancery ... where he hath ... obtained ... the knowledge and perfect experience to lymne, draw, write and florish the letters of our name and style in letters patents ...’. Auerbach also found evidence in a court document that Walding was styled a ‘gentleman’.

Another arena in which the arts of the scrivener and limner continued in use was the College of Arms, both in the production of limned grants of arms (Fig. 9), and in maintaining the armorials (reference books) recording the arms of gentlemen. The heralds’ tasks also included designing (drawing) and blazoning (colouring) new arms. It is notable that the anonymous 1573 treatise described the use of limning for decorative work, such as flowers, for coats of arms, as well as for what it termed ‘imagery’; a range of subject matter found in a work by William Segar, later Sir William Segar, who was knighted for his services as the most senior herald. The limning was commissioned in 1585 by the Mercers’ Company, and the imagery of the long-dead John Colet was copied from a sculpture (Fig. 10). Segar was first trained as a scrivener and was taken into the service of the courtier Sir Thomas Heneage, who introduced him to the College of Arms.

It seems much more credible to situate Peacham’s more prosaic account of drawing, limning and armoury as arts of interest and of use to gentlemen within this tradition of limning. White’s imagery can also plausibly be accounted for as a development of limning along this line of descent. In contrast, Edward Norgate focused on a more elite and artistic form of ‘limning’. His unpublished treatise of 1627 was written for Charles I’s renowned physician Sir Theodore Turquet de Mayerne, who was fascinated by the mystery of the materials and techniques of professional artists. It is even possible that Norgate consciously sought to counter the dilution of the art of ‘limning’ by Peacham’s widely available publications. It is notable that it was Norgate who first used the Italian term ‘miniatura’, in place of ‘limning’, calling his treatise Miniatura, or the art of limning. For those conversant with Italian this boldly reasserted the descent of limning from the highly wrought book illuminations painted for the delight of noble and princely patrons, a luxury art that then still flourished in Italy.

It is notable that Norgate himself was in the service of both James I and Charles I as the limner of important state letters dispatched throughout the known world. Norgate was Clerk of the Signet from 1625 and was granted the monopoly for writing and ornamenting with gold and colours all state letters. His treatise, however, was an account of limning as a refined art form, describing techniques suited to the close-up focus of portraiture, and exquisite finish of tiny copies of oil paintings fit for a prince’s cabinet. But this account of limning should no longer hold a monopoly. ‘Limning’ in the 16th century was a
watercolour art that descended from, but also adapted, the limning found both in 'churchbookes' and in a wide range of secular documentary materials. Additionally, through Elyot's Boke Named The Governour and Hoby's translation of Castiglione's II Cortegiano, 16th-century Englishmen developed a discourse concerning the usefulness of drawing as a gentlemanly 'accomplishment', as it was styled by Peacham. In turn, limning was increasingly adopted as an appropriate adjunct to drawing, because of its sweet, cleanly, discrete qualities. Armoury, and the social and cultural fascination with genealogy and pedigree, added another dimension to gentlemen's appreciation of the usefulness of drawing and limning. This seems to have further enhanced the gentlemanly associations of limning. This combination of factors created an artistic environment in which it is perhaps possible to situate both John White, Governor of the City of Raleigh, and Nicholas Hilliard, one time 'Valet de Chambre' to the Duke of Anjou. White could certainly have been versed in the arts of drawing and limning without necessarily being a professional painter. While Hilliard, who painted Elizabeth I 'in small compass in limning' for more than 30 years, was able to argue that although undoubtedly a professional painter, as a 'limner' he was blessed by God with gentlemanly qualities that befitted him, 'to give such seemly attendance on princes as shall not offend their royal presence'.
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